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BINANCE LAUNCHES MINING POOL
AMID CENTRALIZATION CONCERNS
by Samuel Haig for Cointelegraph
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The world's biggest exchange, Binance, owned by crypto rock star CZ, has
launched its own mining pool, in perhaps the largest piece of news in crypto over
the past week. Not only does Binance Pool support both PoW and PoS mining
mechanisms, it will operate with zero fees until May 31, after which the rate will be
set at 2.5%. Will this be the end of mining as we know it?

by Tim Copeland, writing for Decrypy

OLDER MINERS
TURN
PROFITABLE
AGAIN AS BTC
RISES AHEAD
OF HALVING

The 2020 Halving is actually a battle between the dwarves and the whales, and how

by Wolfie Zhao, writing for
CoinDesk

WELCOME
ANOTHER BITCOIN HALVING IS COMING, BUT
THIS ONE IS DIFFERENT
that symbiosis will be affected by the third Halving. A recent article by
CryptoCompare says that this year's price fluctuations will not be as severe as in
previous events.

Should bitcoin's price and
mining difficulty remain
constant, older generation
mining models like the S9s

HOW HEALTHY WILL THE BITCOIN
NETWORK BE POST-HALVING?

could remain marginally
profitable at these rates even
after the halving takes the
daily number of newlymined bitcoin down from
1,800 to 900 units.

by Johnson Xu, writing for Cryptonews
Another excellent piece ahead of the Halving, delving into how the hardaware,
power prices and hash rate. One takeaway is that average transaction fees are
expected spike in the short term, to make up for losses in rewards. Miners still in
the game need to make their money somwehere.
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